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i downloaded command and conquer generals deluxe edition and i tried to play the zero hour game
but i got an error.the error said "no direct 3d found" i installed the latest version of the program but
the same error is still there. i am using windows xp home edition and i have ati radeon x1300 pro

graphics card. what should i do? i m trying to play command and conquer generals zero hour on my
laptop but its showing me the zero hour black screen where i should select a game but its not

showing up. i downloaded zero hour from igg.com. i have the windows 7 operating system with ati
radeon x1300 graphics card. what can i do command and conquer generals is a real time strategy

game developed by ea games in 1999 and released for microsoft windows in 2000. the game
features a real-time strategy game played in a third-person perspective. we found that users with via

motherboard chipsets for amd and intel cpus will encounter crash problems with command &
conquer generals. if you own such a motherboard, please go to and download the latest 4-in-1

drivers. if you continue to experience problems with the game after installing the 4-in-1 drivers,
download via's version 4.38 of the 4-in-1 drivers. not having the correct via drivers could manifest
itself in the form of a 'serious error' message, and/or a blue screen crash. prepare to unleash the

absolute latest in modern weapons technology against the world's most powerful generals in
command & conquer: generals zero hour*.in the next era of military strategy and might, you'll need

to commanda more technologically advanced arsenal to defeat new, more powerfulenemies. the first
expansion pack for the critically acclaimed command & conquer: generalschallengesplayers to
square off against the world's most elite commanders forbattlefield domination. even the most

experienced c&c generalsveteran must learn new strategies and tactics to take full advantageof and
learn to defend against the next generation of the world's mostlethal weapons. with new units,
structures, and upgrades, as well asthe all-new generals challenge mode, zero hour delivers all

thefirepower you'll need in your quest to become the ultimate modernwarfare general.
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